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35 Names to Know 2021 

With the COVID-19 pandemic forcing people  
to adapt to new ways of doing things,  
CIM Magazine is turning the spotlight on 
mining professionals who exemplify that  
spirit of innovation  

     By Carolyn Gruske, Samuel Haughton, Alexandra Lopez-Pacheco, 
Herb Mathisen, Tijana Mitrovic, Matthew Parizot 

 

 
32   Optimized blasting through 

disruptive innovation 
A new era of advanced blasting technologies is 
creating safer, more productive mines 

     By Amanda Dawn Graff 
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24    the current  
          BEV safety share 
          A fire leads to a positive 

outcome: sharing lessons 
learned about how to make 
electric vehicle usage and 
maintenance safer in mines  

     By Robert Hiltz
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CIM news 
44      Join us in congratulating this 

year’s CIM and MetSoc award 
winners. Plus: The value of 
CIM membership 

mining lore 
66    Spain’s Almadén mercury 

mines had a hand in over 2,000 
years of human history 
By Samuel Haughton 

 

contenu francophone 
55     Table des matières 
55     Lettre de l’éditeur  
56     Mot du président 

 
57     Les noms à connaître 2021  

La pandémie de COVID-19 
nous a contraints à nous 
adapter à de nouvelles façons 
de faire. Ainsi, cette année,  
le CIM Magazine met en 
vedette des professionnels de 
l’industrie minière qui 
représentent l’esprit 
d’innovation.  
Par Carolyn Gruske, Samuel 
Haughton, Alexandra Lopez-Pacheco, 
Herb Mathisen, Tijana Mitrovic, 
Matthew Parizot

article de fond

in each issue 
7        Editor’s letter 
8        President’s notes 

tools of the trade 
9        The best in new technology 

Compiled by Samuel Haughton  

developments 
10     Commodities jump in 2021 as 

economies re-open 
By Matthew Parizot 

14    Workplace Safety North and 
NORCAT team up to spread 
mental health awareness 
By Samuel Haughton 

17    New TSM protocol emphasizes 
climate change adaptation 
By Samuel Haughton 

next steps 
21     How students can find, apply 

for and win mining-related 
scholarships. Plus: HR 
interview with Eniitan 
Fagbola, global talent 
acquisition recruiter at 
Kinross Gold 
By Tijana Mitrovic 

column  
23    What does it mean when one of 

the most significant mining 
jurisdictions in the world 
adopts a Canadian 
sustainability standard? 
By Pierre Gratton 

closure and reclamation 
26    Thinking about how to wind 

down operations should start 
before the mine is even open  
By Alexandra Lopez-Pacheco 

30    New Gold asks how it can 
soften the effects of shutting 
down its New Afton mine, even 
though that eventuality is at 
least a decade away 
By Herb Mathisen 
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